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A ring is self injective in case its dual functors ( )* = Horn,,, -, R) are exact; then 
so are its double dual functors ( ) **. In an earlier paper we showed that if R is a 
QF-3 ring then its double dual functors preserve monomorphisms, and conversely 
if R is artinian. Here we provide a characterization of rings whose double dual 
functors preserve monomorphisms, extending a representation theorem for QF-3 
rings of Morita and Tachikawa, that yields an abundance of examples of the former 
type of rings and a new characterization of the latter. 
A ring R is called QF-3 in case it has minimal faithful left and right modules. 
These are one-sided ideals of the form Re andfR with e= e2, f =f 2 in R such that 
Re (respectively, fR) is isomorphic to a direct summand of every faithful left (right) 
R-module. In the proof of [2, Theorem l] and [3, Theorem 1.41 we showed that if 
R is a QF-3 ring then the double dual functors ( )** preserve monomorphisms in 
R-Mod and Mod-R (and conversely if R is artinian), and that these functors are left 
exact if and only if R is, in addition, its own two-sided maximal quotient ring 
R = Q(R). 
R.M. Thrall introduced finite dimensional QF-3 algebras in [lo], and in [7, 
Section 171 K. Morita showed how such QF-3 algebras could be represented as 
certain subalgebras of endomorphism rings of finitely generated generator- 
cogenerators over finite dimensional algebras. Later, H. Tachikawa [9, Chapter 51 
extended Morita’s result to arbitrary QF-3 rings by showing that a ring is QF-3 and 
its own maximal quotient ring if and only if it is the endomorphism ring of a 
reflexive generator-cogenerator in a category d-Mod that has Morita duality with 
Mod-T for some rings d and I-‘, and then proving the following representation 
theorem for QF-3 rings: 
eorem [Morita-Tachikawa]. A ring R is QF-3 if and only if there is a QF-3 ring 
Q, which is a two-sided maximal quotient ring, with m al faithful modules Qe 
and fQ such that R is a subring of Q containing Qe and In this case Q :‘s a two- 
sided maximal quotient ring of R. 
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In [3] we proved that a ring has both of its double dual functors left exact if and 
only if it is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of a reflexive generator- 
cogenerator in a Grothendieck category .Y’ that has Morita duality (we reiterate the 
definition of [3] below) with some other Grothendieck category .Y”. Here our first 
result is an extension of the Morita-Tachikawa representation theorem. 
Theorem 1. The R-double dual functors over a ring R both preserve 
monomorphisms if and only if R is a subring of a ring Q which has both Q-double 
dual functors left exact, such that: 
(i) R is essential as a left and a right submodule of Q, 
(ii) Q is torsionless as a left and a right R-module, and 
(iii) (Q/R)’ is torsion as a left and right R-module for any set I, and so are aN 
.&modules of Q/R. 
In this case Q is a two-sided maximal quotient ring of R. 
In (3, Theorem 2.61 we proved that if the R-double duals preserve monomorphism 
then the categories of torsion left and right modules, R-Tors and Tors-R, are localiz- 
ing, and that the R-duals induce a Morita duality between the Grothendieck 
categories R-Mod/R-Tors and Mod-R/Tars-R. A Grothendieck category is a 
module category, i.e., equivalent to the category of modules d-Mod over some ring 
._I, in case it contains a small projective generator [4, p. 1061. If R is QF-3 then 
K-Xlod/R-Tors and Mod-R/Tars-R are module categories - if Re and fR are the 
minimal faithful R-modules, these categories are equivalent to fRf-Mod and 
!Uod-eRe, respectively (see the discussion preceding [3, Theorem 2.21). Our second 
theorem asserts a converse of this observation and thus establishes the connection 
between QF-3 rings and rings whose double dual functors preserve 
monomorphisms. 
Theorem 2. A ring R is QF-3 if and only if the R-double dual functors preserve 
monomorphisms and R-Mod/R-Tors and Mod-R/Tars-R are module categories. 
It is easy to see that given a QF-3 ring Q, if R is a subring containing minimal 
faithful Q-modules Qe and JQ then the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 1 are 
\atirfied. The proof of Theorem 2 consists, for the most part, of a proof of the con- 
W-CC of thic statement. 
e remainder of this paper is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 and 
w set era1 pertinent remarks and examples. Before proceeding, we recall some 
IX discussed in (31. In rhe categories of left and right modules R-Mod and 
K per a ring R, we denote by R-Tors and Tors-R, respectively, the full sub- 
whose objects are the torsion modules, i.e., they are the kernels of the 
ctors ( )* = IiomR( -, R) on R-Mod and Mod-R. These arc localizing in 
if and only if they are closed under submodules. ,\n 
W-~ior?ler.r in case it embeds in a direct product of copies of R, 
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Mc;R’. LX pair of contravariant exact functors D : .d *d’ : D’ that are adjoint on 
the right with natural transformations r : l., +D’D and t’ : l,,# --+DD’ is said to 
define a Morita duality in case the classes of reflexive objects, i.e., those objects A 
in .d (A’ in .3/‘) such that rA ($) is an isomorphism, contain sets of generators for 
.d and &’ and form Serre classes in the sense that if 0~4 -+B-C -0 is exact in .a/ 
or ..d’ then B is reflexive if and only if d4 and C are. 
Let D : .d*..d’ : D’ define a Morita duality between Grothendieck categories .cd 
and tin’. Suppose that U is a reflexive generator-cogenerator in .d. Let 
Q=End,(U), and denote both the Q-dual functors Homg( -, Q) by ( )#. Then by 
[3, Theorem 3. l] both Q-double duals ( )## are left exact (and any ring whose 
double duals are left exact is isomorphic to such a ring Q). Also, by [3, Theorem 
2.21, there are exact functors T: Q-Mod-W and T’: Mod-Q+.& with full faithful 
right adjoints S and S’ and kernels the ( )# torsion left and right Q-moldules, 
Q-Tors and Tors-Q, respectively, such that DO Ts T’o ( )# and D’o T’z 0 ( )#. 
Moreover, by [3, Theorem 1.41, Q is a maximal left and right quotient ring. Next 
let R be a subring of Q such that Q= Qi’R) = Q(R& the complete left and 
quotient ring of R, let 
and 
G=(Q6&-): R-Mod-Q-Mod 
G’=(-O,@):Mod-R-)ModQ, 
let F and F’ denote their right adjoints, the forgetful functors, and denote the 
R-duals by ( )* as usual. Thus we have functors 
In the next few pages we shall make several observations about this setup that will 
allow us to prove our extension of the Morita-Tachikawa representation theorem 
for QF-3 rings. 
First we recall that, since Q=Q(RR), if E=E(,R), the injective envelope of ,& 
then Q = Biend(&) and we may identify 
QQ=@ 1 =AnnE(Ar%,d(&R)) ‘Z QE and E=E(QQ) 
(see [5, Chapter 41, for example). For the remainder of this discussion we shall let 
E = E(RR) = E(QQ) and E’= E(RR) = E(QQ). 
First we qote: 
(1) X and T’G’ are exact. 
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Proof. Since G is right exact and T is exact, TG is right exact. To see that TG 
preserves monomorphisms apply G to an exact sequence O+K-+M in R-Mod. In 
Q-Mod, we then have an exact sequence 
and by adjointness of G and F, we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows 
H~om&WW, E) - HomQ(G(K), E) - HomQ(X, E) - 0 
ill 111 
Horn&V. Ej -- HomR(K, ES - 0 
so we see that Horn@, E) = 0; hence Horn&, &j = 0 also, so X E Q-Tors = Ker T 
and O--+TG{K’)4TG(M) is exact. 
Arguing as in the proof of [S, Proposition 2, p. 951 one can show that for any 
M in Q-Mod, HomR(M, E) = Homq(M, E). Since ,E is torsionless [3, Proposition 
I.21 and injective, hence closed (i.e., isomorphic to ST(E)) in our setting [3, Lemma 
1.31, this is a special case of: 
(2) If M, N are Q-Modules and N is closed then HomR(M, N) = HomQ(M, N). 
Proof. By (3, Lemma 1.31, since N is ciosed, there is an exact sequence 
so this fact follows from the j-lemma applied to 
O- Hoq$M, NJ ------+ HomO(M, E)” --j HomQ(M, E)‘2 
O- HomdM, N) ------+ Hom,(M, E)‘l- HomR(M, E)12 
(3) FS and F’S’ are full and faithfur right adjoints of TG and T’G’, respectively. 
Proof. Since S and F are right adjoints of T and G, respectively, it follows that 
FS is a right adjoint of TG. Also FS is faithful since F and S are, and FS is full 
becau!;e S is full and Hom,(FS(A), FS(B)) = HomQ(S(A), S(B)) by (2). 
We shall be concerned with the existence of a natural isomorphism 
D ’ (?C) s (TV) c ( )*. As we shall soon see, this leads us to consider the natural 
transformation q : G’o ( )*-+HomR(- , Q) defined by 
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where Q~ : RR+RQ is right multiplication by Q. 
(4.) T’(q& : T’G’(M*)-* T’(Hom,(M, Q)) k a monomorphism for every M in 
R-Mod. 
Proof. Applying G’ to the canonical monomorphism in Mod-R 
. 
l]+M* ’ ------+HomR(M, Q) 
we obtain an exact sequence 
O-+K-+G’(M*) z+G’(HomR(M, Q)) 
with KE Tors-Q, since T’G’ is exact by (1). Since Q is QF-3’ [3, Proposition 1.21, 
Horn&C, E’) = 0 (recall E’ = E(Q<,) = E(RR)). Thus we have an epimorphism 
HomQ (G ‘(HomdM Q)), E’) 
HomQ(G’(i), E’) 
* Hw@‘(M*), F)-+O 
Also, by (2) and the adjointness of G’ and F’, there is an isomorphism 
HOmQ(kiOmR(M, Q), 13’) 
= HomR(HomR(M, Q), F(E’)) B HomQ(G’(HomR(M, Q:I), E’) 
where, for g E HomQ(HomR(M, Q), E’), y e HomR(M, Q), q E Q, 
e(s) : Yoq-+g(Y)q = g(W)* 
Now, checking that HOmQ(G’(i), E) 0 8= HomQ(qlu, E’), we see that 
HomQ(qM, E’) is epic so that HomQ(Ker qiu, E’) = 0. Thus Ker captors-Q and 
T’(r& is manic. 
(5) T’(q& is an isomorphism for all M in R-Mod if and onIy if (Q/R)% Tors-R 
for all sets I. 
Proof. (--) Letting &. l HomR(R(‘), M)+M’ denote the canonical isomorphism 
and defining ,u : R’& Q-Q’ via ,U : (v,),,I@q+(vaq)a~l, we have a commutative 
diagram 
“(I’ (R(I))*& Q - Mom, (R(I), Q) 
CROQ 
I ,I 
r0 
@OR Q 
P 
Q I 
in Mod-Q. But then T’(~& an iscmorphism implies that T’(p) is an isomorphism 
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50 Ker p, Coker p E Tors-Q. Thus, applying (2) and the adjointness of G’ and F’, we 
have isomorphisms 
HomR(Q’, E’) z HomR(R’@Q, E’) 
z HomR(R1, E’) 
which compose to Horn& E’) where i is the inclusion map in 
(-J+R’ i - Q’-+(Q/R)‘--0. 
Thus (Q/R)’ CE=’ Tors-R. 
(=) From an epimorphism 
in R-Mod we obtain exact sequences 
O-+HomR(M, Q/R)-+Hom,JR(‘), Q/R)= (Q/R)’ 
in Mod-R and 
Hom,((Q/R)!, K’ )-+ HomR(HomR(M, Q/R), E/)-+0. 
Thus our hypothesis implies that 
HomR(HomR(M, Q/R), E’) = 0. 
Lking the canonical map>\ and Y = coker qaV we obtain a commutative diagram in 
Mod-R (with bottom row actually consisting of Q-homomorphisms) 
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with exact rows and columns. Then, applying HomR( -, E’) we get a commutative 
diagram 
0 
I 
HoqdtlMM, E’)
@-+H~~R(Y, E’)-, HomR(HomR(M,Q), E’) ------+ Ho%(M*Q,v Q, E’) 
0 - -HomR(M*, E’) ) Hom,(M*O, R, E’) -+ 0 
0 
with exact rows and columns, since E’ is injective and 
HomR(HomR(M, Q/R), E’) = 0. It follows that HomR(qM, E’) is manic so 
HomQ(Y, E’)=HomR(Y, E’)=O. Thus cokeruM= YETors-Q=Ker T’, and 
applying (4) we see that T’(q& is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (3) Assume that both R-dual functors ( )** preserve 
monomorphisms. By [3, Theorems 2.2 and 2.61, R-Tors and Tors-R are localizing, 
and letting To : R-Mod*ld and Td : Mod-R-,.& denote the corresponding 
canonical functors with full faithful right adjoints SO and S& respectively, there is 
a Morita duality D : .dt-Z.d’ : D’ such that D& = Ti * ( )* and D’T; = To * Too ( )*. 
Let W= T,(R), W’=D(U)= T,‘(R) and Q=End,(U)~End~,,(CI’)“P. Then Q= 
Q(RR) = bg(RR) (see [8, Theorem 4.13.41, [3, Theorem 1.21, and [9, Proposition 
4.61). Thus (i) holds, and (ii) holds because R is QF-3’ (i.e., E and E’ are torsionless) 
by [3, Theorem 1.21. To prove (iii) we first recall that the Q-double duals ( )‘# are 
left exact, and the associated functors T and T’ satisfy LIT= T’a ( )# and 
D’T’r To ( )# and have right adjoints S= Horn&J, -) and S’= Hom,,Xff(U’, -3 [3, 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 and their proofs]. Thus, for A E .3/ 
SO(A) = HomdR, S,(A)) 
s Horn &I, A) 
= FS(A) 
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which is a right adjoint of TG by (3). By uniqueness of adjoints, this and a similar 
argument show that TGz To and T’G ’ 3 Td. Thus we have natural isomorphisms 
zT’o()#oG 
SE T'o HomR( -, Q), 
where the last follows from the adjointness of G and F. In view of (5) and the fact 
that R-Tors is localizing, we can prove (iii) for left modules by showing that these 
natural isomorphisms imply that for any M in R-Mod 
T’(qJ : T’G’(M*)-+ T’(HomR(M, Q)) 
is itself an isomorphism. By [8, Theorem 1 S.41 DTG converts direct sums to direct 
products and by (1) it is exact; T ‘G’o ( )* and T’o HomR( -, Q) share these proper- 
ties. Also 0 R9 and hence r’(~~R) is easily shown to be an isomorphicm. It follows 
that an exact sequence in R-!Mod 
yields a commutative diagram with exact rows 
O- T’G’(M:‘;) A T’G ‘((R”’ )*) - T’G’(K*) - 0 
@---+ T’(hm,(M, Q)) --+ T’(Hom,(R(? Q)) - T’(HOXTI#, Q)) -0 
in which T’(qRr,)) is an isomorphism. So by (4) and the s-lemma, T’(q,,,& is an 
isomorphism. Thus by (5) and a similar argument for right modules, we see that (iii) 
holds. 
( c= ) Assume that the Q-double duals ( )## are left exact and that R C, Q satisfies 
the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). By (i) we may assume R c Q c E= E(RR). Let 
h E .4nnE,d,,E,(R) and suppose that Q E Q with qh # 0. Then since R G ker h and RR 
is essential in E, h induces a nonzero homomorphism from a submodule of Q/R 
into R. This is contrary to the second part of (iii), so 
Similarly Q C Q(RR). But Q is a maximal quotient ring by [3, Theorem 1.41, so 
Q= Q(RR) = Q(RR). 
y (ii), for any R-module M, M*- -0 if and only if HOmR(M, Q)=O. But 
and only if TG(M) = 0, since HomR(M, F(Q)) z 
)# and Ker T= Q-Tars. This and a similar argument show 
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that ker TG = R-Tors and Ker T’G’= Tors-R. Also by (1) and (3), TG and T’G’ are 
exact and have full faithful right adjoints F’S and F’S’. Thus by [8, Theorem 4.4.91 
R-Tors and Tors-R are localizing and we may assume that TG: R-Mod+& and 
T'G' : Mod-R+&’ are the canonical functors of [3, Lemma 2.11. By (iii) and (5), 
and since HomR( -, Q)s ( )# 0 G, we have 
T’G’o( )*z T’oHomR(-,Q) 
which is exact.’ Similarly to TG 0 ( )* is exact. Thus by [3, Lemma 2. l] both R-double 
duals ( )** preserve monomorphisms. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose both R-double duals preserve monomorphisms, so 
that R-Tors and Tors-R are localizing, and that R-Mod/R-Tors =&Mod and 
Mod-R/Tors=Mod-T for s~mc rings d and II Then by [3, Theorem 2.61 there is 
a Morita duality Do : d-Mod +*Mod-r: D& and by [3, Corollary 2.71 and the proof 
of Theorem 1 the maxima!! quotient ring Q= Q(RR) = Q(RR) is isomorphic to the 
endomorphism ring of a reflexive generator-cogenerator in d-Mod. By [9, Proposi- 
tion 5.21 Q is a QF-3 ring. Let e, f be idempotents in Q such that Qe and fQ are 
the minimal faithful modules for Q. Now by [9, Chapter 51 there is a Morita duality 
D :fQf-ModsMod-eQe : D’ such that fQ is a reflexive generator-cogenerator in 
fQf_Mod and QsEndfQr(fQ). Thus in view of the discussion preceding Theorem 
2.2 of [3] we may assume that 
and 
T= (fQ& - ) : Q-Mod-+f@Mod 
T’ = ( -, OQ Qe) : Mod-Q+ Mod-eQe 
in the setup preceding (1). In particular, (fQ& - ) sfQo,<QO, - ) = TG is exact, 
so fQ and similarly Qe are flat over R. By Theorem 1 and (5), T’(q) = qG$ Qe is 
a natural isomorphism, so we have isomorphisms 
R’O, Qe=((R(‘))*O, Q)O, Qe 
s Hom,(R(‘) 9 Q)O, Qe 
z HomR (J?(I) 4 9 Qe) 
which compose to the canonical map (r&,@qe~ (r,@qe),,l. According to [6, 
Satz 2] this implies that Qe is finitely presented over R. Thus Qe and, similarly, fQ 
are finitely generated projective R-modules [l , Exercise 20.131. Also since they are 
injective over Q and the injective envelopes of Q and R coincide, Qe and fQ are 
injective over R. From (2) and 19, Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.21 we see that 
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End( *Qe) = End(oQe) is J; basic semiperfect ring. It follows from [l, Propositions 
17.19, 27.15 and Corollary 17.121 that Qe is a direct sum of pairwise nonisomorphic 
local projective modules over R. But then (using (1, Lemma 17.17 and Propositions 
17.18-l 7.203 one can easily show that there is an idempotent e’E R such that 
Re”’ = RQe. Since RR is essential in &Q, Re’ is essential in &e’, and Re’zQe is in- 
jective so Re’= Qe’. Since Qez Ret= Qe’ over R, Qe’s Qe over Q by (2). Similarly 
there is an idempotent f’ E R such that f ‘Q and f ‘QsfQ over Q. Therefore, by the 
Morita-Tachikawa Theorem, R is QF-3. 
Remarks and examples 
(a) It is not difficult to show that for any ring R, Q(RR)/R~ R-Tors, and we 
wonder when all direct products of copies of Q(,R)/R belong to R-Tot-s. In par- 
ticular we wonder if the first part of condition (iii) in Theorem 1 is redundant. 
(b) It follows at once from the Morita-Tachikawa Theorem that if R is QF-3 then 
so is every ring between R and Q(R). Suppose that R is a ring whose double duals 
prctcrvc monomorphisms, and that R c S c Q = Q(R). Then clearly sS is essential 
in Q; letting E = E(,R) = E(yQ), an R-monomorphism O-+Q--+S’ c E’ is actually an 
S-monomorphism by (2); and, since SC_ Q&R’, a nonzero S-homomorphism from 
a +ubmodule of (Q/S)’ to S would yield one, over R, from a submodule of (Q/R)’ 
IO R. Thus it follows from our Theorem I that if the R-double duals both preserve 
rtlorlr,r?rorph~srlls then so do the S-dorrbke duals whenever R c S C: Q(R). 
(c) t_ct u’r employ Theorem 1 to obtain a ring R whose double duaIs preserve 
monomorphisms that is neither QF-3 nor self injective. Let K be a field, X an infinite 
\c.‘t, md Icr Q = K !. Let K = 2 - lQ + k”.’ ), the smallest unital subring of Q contain- 
ins the direct sum A”*“. Then Q is self injective and conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Thcorcm I clearly hold. But also if ,+c: (Q/R)‘, f: M+R, and e.+KX with 
c,( _0 = ()‘,b, then e,f(M) =f(e,M) = 0; it follows that (iii) also holds. 
(d) If K i+ left self injective then clearly ( )** is left exact on R-Mod and ( )** is 
right exact on XIod-R. Conversely, suppose that ( )** preserves monomorphisms in 
R-Jlod and ( )** is right exact on Mod-R. If O+M-+R is exact in R-Mod, then in 
the cwc‘t qucnce R *--g/1*-+ y-+0, y*=() since ( )** preserves monomorphisms in
K-Sled. l4er-r~~ Y**= 0 too, so since ( )** is right exact on Mod-R, R***-+M***-+O 
1h CXKL But then, since c+ is an isomorphism and cqj+ is a monomorphism 
(6% 1 \.-*.\-** il; the evaluation map, see [l, pp. 244-245]), the commutative 
L!B,L~I-;~~ D it h e~zt rou s 
R’ w ll/I* ------+y---------------3o 
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shows that Y = 0 so ( )* is exact on R-Mod, i.e., R is left self injective. In particular, 
both R-double duals are exact if and only if R is left and right self injective. 
(e) In [3, Corollary 1 A], we showed that if both double duals preserve monomor- 
phisms then one is left exact if and only if the other is. In conclusion, we present 
an example of a ring both of whose double dual functors are left exact but only one 
is exact. Let K be a field and let T be the ring of all row and column finite lower 
triangular matrices with entries in K. Let R = T&ad T)2. 
R= 
K 
K K 
* KKO 
* * . . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
(The rows and columns are indexed by the set of positive integers.) Let eti denote 
the image in R of the canonical (i, j)-th matrix unit in T, and let e, = eii, 
i,j=1,2 ,.... Then R = HE, Re; and one can check that R is left but not right self 
injective (er R is not injective). Thus, if we show that ( )** preserves monomor- 
phisms of right modules, it will follow from (d) that ( )** is exact on right modules 
and left exact but not exact on left modules. Let I = @pD; z ei R = Jel @BP”_ 1 Re;, 
(J= Rad R). The? I is an ideal. First note that for IM in R-Mod, A& R-Tors if and 
only if IM= 0. For, if IM= 0 and f E 1M* then If(M) = 0 so f(M) = 0 and f = 0. Con- 
versely, suppose 1M#O. Then either JelM#O or ReiM#O for some ir2. In the 
first case M contains a copy of Jel so since RR is injective, M*#O. In the latter 
case M contains a copy of Rei or of Rei/Je; s Jei + 1 SO M*$O in this case too. Since 
H R is injective, R-Tors is localizing so by [3, Lemma 2. l] we must show that 
T 0 ( )*F exact on Mod-R (T: R-Mod-R-Mod/R-Tors the canonical functor). Let 
O-+A -----+ B--C-+0 be exact in Mod-R and form 
f* 
()-bc*-+Jj*- A*-+A*/Imf*-+O. 
Let CYEA* and aEI=CPD_‘eiR. Then aE@:_,eiR for some n SO 
Im(aa) = a Im CY c i eiR 
I-? 
also. But C:‘_, e;R is injective, so aa factors through J. Thus 1(.4 *Am f*) = 0 so 
A *Am f* E R-Tors = Ker T. 
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